
Sense it

two of these quick sensory activities when exploring a 
challenging new food, fruit, or vegetable.

You can adapt them to include any foods your toddler 
is fussy about or something new you’d like them to try.

Help your toddler by showing them that you can both 
touch, feel, smell, and maybe kiss or lick the new 
food and then put it away for another day. Once your 
toddler has explored the new food several times you 

e a smile by taking a bite of the 

moon. Try with slices of carrot, cucumber, 
courgette, tomato, melon, or kiwi.

• Make funny lips with slices of fruit with 
the skin still on. Slice them small enough 
so your little one can practice holding 
them in place with their teeth with the 
skin facing out.

• Make monster lips by painting them with 

• Take a piece of food, open your mouth wide 
– say “aaah”– and then put your teeth 
together over the food and say “cheese”.

• Brush hard between your teeth – does the 
food make a squeak? (Green beans are very 
squeaky!) Ask your little one if they can 
hear a mouse.

• Suck the food to see if there is any juice 
inside. Leave a piece hanging out so it looks 
like a long tongue.

• Make teeth marks in the food, show your 
little one how with lots of sound effects, 

Brush-a-brush

Tasty!



Can you smell it?

What does the new food smell like? 
Do some big deep breaths  
and exaggerated sounds  
“Mmmm beautiful!”

Can you lick it?

Like an ice cream? Is it bumpy 
or smooth? Does it tickle 
your tongue? Is it wet 
or dry?

Does it crunch?

Listen to see if it makes a loud or 
quiet sound when crunched? Can 
you make your teeth marks in it?

Offer lots of praise, high fives, and stickers for each small step taken.

Monster teeth

That’s magic

• Try with carrot batons or pepper strips.
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• Can they scare your monster or make you laugh?

• Don’t worry if they don’t eat the food, it’s made contact with their mouth so tasting on a very 
basic level has taken place!

• Can you get your f

• Can you m
you can make it vanish. See if they can do it too.




